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BOOK REVIEW

Language Policy and Political Issues in Education (3rd ed.), edited by T. L.
McCarty & S. May, Cham, Switzerland, Springer, 2017, xxxvi + 563 pp., ISBN:
978-3-319-02343-4 (pbk.), ISBN 978-3-319-02344-1 (ebook)

Language Policy and Political Issues in Education is one of 10 titles in the third edition of
the Encyclopedia of Language and Education. The volume, contributed to by an array of
eminent scholars, conceptualizes language policy as “processual and dynamic: ‘the
complex of practices, ideologies, attitudes, and formal and informal mechanisms that
influence people’s language choices in profound and pervasive everyday ways’ (McCarty,
2011, p. xii)” (p. x). Editor Teresa McCarty describes the volume as approaching
language policy and planning (LPP) “at the micro, macro, and meso levels, inspecting
the interstices of the metaphoric LPP onion in order to understand how it ‘works’ and
‘lives’ as an organic whole” (p. xiii). Such an approach seems to be aimed at apprehend-
ing the ways in which language policy can construct, and problematize, normalized
approaches to shaping who language learners, teachers, and users are, and can and/or
should be or become, inside and outside the classroom (Yazan & Rudolph, 2018). This
struggle often relates to the tension between language policies predicated on the idea of
(and desire for) a linguistically homogeneous nation-state, and the movement, diversity,
and hybridity occurring in and across borders of identity, language, culture, and place
(Rutherford, 1990). Stephen May, editor-in-chief of the Encyclopedia, notes that the
volumes in the series are collectively seeking to account for the late- and postmodern
complexity of identity and interaction negotiated in and across constructed borders,
whether discursive or physically delineated. Overall, the volume, aimed at an interna-
tional readership with a background or interest in language education policy, is intended
to cultivate dialogue that might lead to critical transformation of contextualized policies,
in the interest of creating more inclusive and equitable approaches to language education.

The volume is divided into five sections. In Part I, “Social, Historical, and Contexts,”
authors unpack conceptual approaches to language policy and planning, with a general
focus on the tension between monolingual policies within nation-states and the needs
and goals of diverse and often multilingual populations located therein. Part I addition-
ally focuses on the complexity of apprehending the construction, perpetuation, and
maintenance of borders of being and doing, and individuals’ negotiations of identity
and interaction. Part II, “Rights and Law for Minoritized Communities,” explores the
existence and absence of language rights and protections—local and international—
pertaining to historically minoritized communities, and suggests foundations for advo-
cacy. In the process, Part II highlights the epistemic violence indigenous peoples have
faced, problematized, and challenged, in their negotiation of space for identity. Part III,
“Theory, Pedagogy and Practice,” explores critically oriented lenses for apprehending
and attending to language learners,’ instructors’, and users’ negotiations of identity,
experience, (in)equity, agency, and interaction in and beyond the classroom. Part III
urges stakeholders in language education to consider how language policy and planning
may value and draw on the complexity of identity and interaction characterizing
language learning classrooms and the contexts in which they are situated. Part IV,
Critical Issues in Language Policy, envisions and examines LPP that revitalizes endan-
gered languages, promotes discursive space and community participation for new
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speakers, and empowers local, historically marginalized communities to participate in
policy making. The use of critical in the labeling of this section may appear somehow
confusing, as according to the editors, the entire volume is underpinned by criticality.
Finally, Part V, “Regional Perspectives on Language Policy,” provides an overview of the
sociohistorical construction of language policy in settings around the globe and how
these policies have been maintained, problematized, and contested by movement, diver-
sity, and hybridity, past and present.

As a critically oriented researcher-practitioner with a vested interest in attending to
identity and experience and addressing inequity in (and beyond) the field of English
language teaching (ELT), I found that the volume surveys and discusses the ongoing
critical dialogue in language education in an interesting manner. Apart from Alastair
Pennycook’s chapter on critical applied linguistics, the volume, for example, almost
entirely avoids explicit references to dialogue and corresponding concepts and terminol-
ogy that have long been unfolding with relation to the apprehension of identity,
experience, (in)equity and interaction in the fields of applied linguistics and language
education (and particularly within ELT). The essentializing critical conceptualization of
native speakerism proposed by Holliday (2006), for instance, underpinned by the
assumption that privilege and marginalization are categorically, and (largely) uniformly,
experienced across contexts, has served as the dominant paradigm within applied
linguistics and ELT theory and inquiry (Houghton & Rivers, 2013). This lens has also
been co-opted in other language teaching fields (see, for instance, Kubota, 2014, discuss-
ing Japanese language education). The literature problematizing, reformulating, and
deconstructing the concept is also largely absent from the volume. Such concepts and
conversations may have appeared elsewhere, in detail, in the encyclopedia series, though
they are certainly pertinent to the content of this volume.

Furthermore, certain terms are left partially unpacked. The topic of superdiver-
sity, mentioned by May in the introduction as a “key thread” in the volume and
series prompting authors to explore “the implications for language and education of
rapidly changing processes of migration and transmigration in this late capitalist,
globalized world” (p. vi), is left undertheorized. As a term of key conceptual
importance in the volume, tied to the prioritization of multilingualism and post-
modern and poststructural concepts such as hybridity and translanguaging, a more
detailed explanation of its value and use would have been beneficial. Scholars
including Pavlenko (in press) have taken issue with superdiversity and its evolution,
arguing that what it describes (A theoretical lens? A phenomenon? Realities in past
and/or the present? Something conceptually indistinct from previous terminology,
including the word diversity?) can be perceived as conceptually opaque, thus
necessitating further attention to the term. The notion of English as a lingua franca
(ELF) is a further concept referred to only twice in the volume without any
exploration of its conceptual moorings and importance, and despite its function
as the medium of the volume itself. Scholars including Jenkins (2015; whose earlier
work is referred to in the volume) have noted how researchers have wrestled with
the tension between modern and late-/postmodern theory and inquiry, both within
the fields of applied linguistics and ELT and other affiliated discourse communities.
The negotiation of conceptual phases of ELF (Jenkins, 2015) and the lingering
tensions between the modern and late/postmodern inscribed within ELF relating
to approaches to identity, experience, (in)equity, and interaction (e.g., O’Regan,
2015) might have made a beneficial contribution to discussions of multilingualism,
globalization, translanguaging, identity negotiation, and future directions for lan-
guage policy and planning.
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Overall, this reader-friendly volume will serve as a valuable tool to inform and
cultivate scholarly dialogue and prompt research in the fields of language policy and
planning, applied linguistics, and language education toward further transformation in
the interest of attending to the complexity of identity and interaction in and beyond the
classroom, and addressing manifestations of inequity in contexts around the globe.
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